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As [POSITION] at [ORGANISATION], I am writing to you in of support [APPLICANT NAME] in their application to the 
[VISA NAME].  [ORGANISATION] is an internationally acclaimed …[DESCRIPTION]…The publication is dedicated to 
publishing contemporary photography to support a progressive community of artists from around the world through 
online web features, printed periodicals, monographs, and exhibitions. 


We selected [NAME] for a feature of their photographic works in [DATE], we were impressed by their body of work 
on the [SUBJECT]. Soon after selecting [APPLICANT NAME], we invited them to become a contributor with the pub-
lication as a representative in the United Kingdom. For the past two years they have selected and written features on 
acclaimed photographic artists and curators, hosted themed world-wide Open Calls, and carried out interviews. 
[APPLICANT NAME] has brought their unique perspective to their editorial work through curatorial, selected fea-
tures, and written contributions that are informed and influenced by their own practice as an artist living and working 
in London.


We have been following [APPLICANT NAME]’s career as an artist since first encountering their work, and they are 
now an award-winning artist having won [LIST AWARD(S)/PRIZE(S)], been shortlisted for the [AWARD(S)/PRIZE(S)] 
and most recently selected for the [LIST PRIZES/ORGANISATIONS/RESIDENCIES]. [APPLICANT NAME] has re-
cently held an exhibition in [CITY, COUNTRY], at [GALLERY]. [APPLICANT NAME] has successfully been building an 
diverse track record as an artist by exhibiting and performing in prestigious institutions that include [LIST OF GAL-
LERY NAMES]. They have also participated in artist residencies, most notably with [RESIDENCY NAME(S), IF NOT 
DESCRIBE ART WORKS + EVENTS IN LONDON + EUROPE]. [APPLICANT NAME] has also been featured in inter-
national online and print publications such as: [LIST]. 


[APPLICANT NAME]’s impressive track record together with the future projects they already have in development – 
in London and internationally, they have exhibitions already confirmed for [YEAR/MONTH] at [GALLERIES/RESID-
ENCIES] in [CITIES] – demonstrates that they have the exceptional potential to develop as a leader in the visual arts. 
[APPLICANT NAME] already has an emerging career as an artist in the UK with the proven track record mentioned 
above. It is essential for the development and fulfilment of the promise that they show, that [APPLICANT NAME] is 
able to [REMAIN/RETURN] in the UK to continue living and working there. This will allow them to make full use of 
their current upcoming exhibitions, and seek further professional opportunities, and continue to develop their prac-
tice among their community of peers, and professional contacts. [APPLICANT NAME]’s contribution to cultural life in 
the United Kingdom is also already evident through their public exhibitions, artist residencies, and curatorial projects 
that span internationally through for example their work with us at [ORGANISATION]. 


For these reasons I support [APPLICANT NAME]’s [TITLE OF VISA] Visa application. 
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